**THE PENTAPLE - PARIS**

The eight-year-old Tayf (Amir) in the colours of H H Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa Al Thani, trained by the French Arabian (PA) racing. He landed the Group 1 Qatar Arabian World Cup this weekend. Tayf said, “I had won this race on two previous occasions with Al Moursani, who was a genuine crack performer. However, with Tayf it’s different. Albain de Mulee and his Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa Al Thani decided to send me the horse to train, and it has been simple due to the outbreak of Coronavirus pandemic. I would like to thank them for placing their trust in me.”

Olivier Peslier rode a peach of a race. Eliaz had kept him up to his task in the closing stages. The horse will be entered for the Group 1 Qatar Arabian World Cup on the final day of the Qatar Prix de l’Arc weekend at the ParisLongchamp racecourse.

**MEN’S ELITE RACE:**

Mirza Haider Ali Shah of Pakistan, who was unassailable, had a problem with one eye on it blocked, and then he really cramped and had problems with my hip from about the last 15 km. It’s really cold but I don’t blame the conditions and I’m still here to come back again.

**Women’s Race:**

Eliud Kipchoge

Monaco Marathon world record holder Eliud Kipchoge.

**LONDON MARATHON WINNERS:**

MEN’S ELITE RACE: Shura Kitata (Ethiopia) 2:05:41; WOMEN’S ELITE RACE: Brigid Kosgei (Kenya) 2:18:58

**Qatar Prix De l’Arc De Triomphe: Sottsass crowned thoroughbred champion**

**Tayf wins Qatar Arabian World Cup**

H E Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani receiving the Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp Longines trophy after Al Shaqab Racing’s Wooded won the Group 1 race at the ParisLongchamp racecourse on the final day of the Qatar Prix de l’Arc weekend at the ParisLongchamp racecourse in Paris, Thursday, 8TH H E Sheikh Joaan presenting the Qatar Arabian World Cup trophy after H H Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa Al Thani, Tayf won the race for Purebred Arabian horses.

**Qatar Arabian World Cup**

The ninth edition of the Qatar Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, the world championship race for thoroughbred Arabians, was won yesterday at Goodwood, he was in need of speed which enabled her to make it a double on the day for Charles Boudot. He said. “I was roaring! I am over the moon with this victory. I have always said he is fast and toughen him up for next year, I was gutted. Today the Royal Ascot but we were unable to travel, I was gutted. Today the plan was to run him up to 1,000 m to toughen him up or next year, but he’s very good and won. He galloped last week on the soft ground and “P” (Persian) Charles Boudot said to me that he was a completely different horse. He didn’t manage to get a good draw in stall two and quickly got across to the rail. Not known for being a specialist over the 1,000m and was slightly off the bridle through the race but stayed on strongly at the finish.”

Frances Greooland was overjoyed with the result.

“I was really pleased with the way he was responding really hit his stride today. Judged of the race after a lay off. He returned to the Qatar stable of H H Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa Al Thani’s.”

Tayf to the Qatar Arabian World Cup for Purebred Arabian horses.
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The Doha 2030 Asian Games Bid Committee yesterday submitted its Candidature File to the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA), which details the bid’s innovative, sustainable plan and will provide a gateway to certainty and an unforgettable legacy for Asia.

Doha 2030 is a national priority for Qatar and has support of His Highness the Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani. The Bid Committee has drawn from Doha’s extensive sports events hosting experience and leveraged its existing suite of arts, venues and infrastructure to develop its compelling leading plan.

With a permanent sports venue in place or already planned, Doha 2030 is also in focus on delivering a Games that brings benefits to all of Asia before and after 2030.

Doha 2030 and Qatar Olympic Committee (IOC) President H.E. Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani said: “We are honored to submit to our candidature file to the OCA and present how Doha is ready to serve the OCA and Asia through the delivery of a world-class, sustainable Games.

But we also feel strongly that the Asian Games should deliver more than elite sport. We are committed to ensuring that the Games are a gateway to a brighter future for Asia. We want to deliver a Scheme that supports development throughout the continent before and after it is hosted. At the heart of our bid is the belief that now more than ever, sport can play an important role in bringing nations together, connecting nations and celebrating our shared diversity.”

OCA President H.E. Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani added: “Doha 2030 promotes a compact, sustainable Games, with athletes’ experience placed at its very core. Travel between venues and between villages have been minimised and athletes would be located in the heart of the vibrant, diverse and welcoming City of Doha.

Doha 2030 CEO and OCA Secretary General Jassim Rashid Al Bawardi said: “With all arts venues and infrastructure already planned or in place, Doha 2030 represents a gateway of a great opportunity for Asia and the world. We believe that now is a time when low-risk, responsible and sustainable methods are required within sport.

When Vista Leeds, the latest and most popular multicycle development in the UK, isn’t needed. We want to work with our colleagues in Asia and partners once again to ensure that Doha 2030 is a gateway to excellence, we added.”

---

### PREMIER LEAGUE RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>2-0</td>
<td>Manchester United</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Brom</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>Leicester City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Brighton &amp; Hove Albion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Ham</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Aston Villa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### ASTON VILLA MULL CHAMPIONS LIVERPOOL, 7-2 AS SPURS HUMILIATE MAN UNITED 6-1

---

### ZIDANE HAPPY ENOUGH AS REAL MADRID GRIND OUT ANOTHER WIN

Rueda last won a season’s title thanks to a relentless run of 10 straight victories in which they rarely lost big games and they have taken a similar path to the start of this campaign, earning scathing reviews over Real Betis and Real Valladolid before riding their luck against Levante.

As Real Madrid cruised to the win, Zidane insisted he could not complain about the way his side performed.

“The match did not lack the quality we had sometimes,” he added. “We know we can improve and concede fewer chances and we’re going to do that but we have our jobs to do and we’re on the positives, which is that we have three more points, a clean sheet and we’re all very happy.”

---

### LEA SCORES TWICE AS MILAN MANTAIN PERFECT START

---

### RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

---

### QATAR’S BID COMMITTEE VOICES ASIAN GAMES OF HIGHEST QUALITY
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### ASTON VILLA HUMBLE CHAMPIONS LIVERPOOL, 7-2 AS SPURS HUMILIATE MAN UNITED 6-1
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### ASTON VILLA’S ENGLISH STRONG TO SHINE AT EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS LEAGUE'S AWAY MATCH AGAINST LIVERPOOL YESTERDAY
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### ASTON VILLA MULL CHAMPIONS LIVERPOOL, 7-2 AS SPURS HUMILIATE MAN UNITED 6-1
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### QATAR’S BID COMMITTEE VOICES ASIAN GAMES OF HIGHEST QUALITY
A player taking part in the ongoing Indian Premier League (IPL) season said he was not aware of any information about his team, the official source of information at his disposal—known as the T20—told AFP yesterday.

Garcia said the Indian cricket league, long plagued by corruption charges, was being played behind closed doors in the United Arab Emirates.

``Because of the infrastructure in place, players are confident they can separate their 'bubble'.''

``I've been approached and he immediately reported it,''' said a top official of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) to AFP.

``We know who has approached. We are on the case,''' Singh said.

``It's quite simple,''' the 40-year-old Spaniard said. ``What I'm looking for is to keep my mind, we back our bowlers to do the job, and that's what they did.''

Darwin Turner—flying fish scoring a quick third round to clinch the Hyderabadi captain in the 16th over.
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Sebastian Korda projected over $200,000 but Nadal signed shirt ‘super awesome’

Teenagers Sinner, Swiatek shine as Nadal eases into quarters

Korda gets $200,000 but Nadal signed shirt ‘super awesome’

Teenagers Jannik Sinner and Iga Swiatek shone through the week as Nadal breezed into the last eight without dropping a set.

Sebastian Korda

Sebastian Korda projected over $200,000 from his run in the Roland Garros final last but was more pleased by convincing childhood idol Rafael Nadal to give him a signed shirt.

Korda, the world number 213, who came through qualifying in Paris, went down 6-1, 6-2, 6-1 to 12-time champion Rafael Nadal into the last 16 in the 14th time.

Italy’s Simona Halep, ranked 17, defeated second-seeded Ashleigh Barty 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 to set up a women’s Grand Slam quarter-finals with Novak Djokovic in the semi-finals.

Italy’s Simona Halep defeated Barty

It’s really cold but I don’t mums the conditions and I’m still there to come back again.

Earlier, Italian world number 14 and former defending champion Camila Giorgi was stunned by 2015 US Open champion Flavia Pennetta 6-1, 6-2.

Nadal’s reward is a clash with Nadal who faces 2019 champion Dominic Thiem, the runner-up to Nadal for the last two years, faces

Teenagers Jannik Sinner and Iga Swiatek shone through the week as Nadal breezed into the last eight without dropping a set.
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Svítoleň reached the quarter-finals of the winter 6-1, 6-3 win over France’s Caroline Garcia.

Sunday’s shocks meant that only four seeds remain in the women’s draw – Swia-
tolna, fourth-seeded Australian Open champion Ashleigh Barty, 2019 US Open champion and Serena Williams in the semi-final.
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Giro d'Italia, the Italian cycling classic, the premier event of the season, is a showcase of the country's history, culture, and sporting prowess. This year's edition is no exception, with top cyclists from around the world descending on the country's beautiful landscapes to compete for the coveted pink jersey. The race is known for its challenging climbs, stunning vistas, and iconic spirit, making it a must-see for cycling enthusiasts and casual observers alike.

Diego Ulissi was victorious on the second stage of the Giro d'Italia yesterday, with the Italian cyclist storms to victory at a thrilling finish, powering his way to the line. The performance is a testament to Ulissi's skill and determination, as he outpaced his rivals to claim the stage victory.

Filippo Ganna's win on the third stage of the Giro d'Italia was a welcome return to form for the Italian cyclist. After a difficult season, Ganna's performance on the stage highlights his talent and potential to successfully defend his title as the world champion of the time trial.

The Los Angeles Dodgers look to continue their dominance this season, with a lineup full of stars and a deep pitching staff. Manager Dave Roberts has his team well-prepared for the challenges ahead, and they look poised to make a strong run for another World Series appearance.

The Los Angeles Dodgers entered the game against the Washington Nationals with high expectations, but ultimately fell short in their efforts to claim victory. Although they put up a strong fight, the Nationals proved too much for the Dodgers, earning a hard-fought win. The victory is a sign of the Nationals' potential to contend for the championship, and it serves as a wake-up call for the Dodgers to refocus and regroup for the remainder of the season.